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$2.5 M has been squandered on this 14 year transportation study providing some  
impressive reports telling the world how great alternative 2B-2 is, however, 2B-2 
is nothing more than the original 2B alternative removed from consideration by 
Jan 2003 for very specific safety concerns with the identical 4.2 mile segment of 

Route 9 that makes up 40.8% of 2B-2's overall length. 2B-2 only satisfied 20% of  
Purpose and Needs at the same time that the original preferred alternative and 

four other alternatives met 100% of Purpose and Needs. 2B-2 became the 
project's second preferred alternative when all five of those 100% alternatives, 

including 3EIK-2, were removed from further consideration by Sept. 2010. 

2B-2 is not the best alternative for this  project – it is simply the cheapest.

At a time when MaineDOT's 2014 -2016 Work Plan vs. Needs, Core Highway and 
Bridges Program has an annual -$101 M shortfall, 53% of our roads are in poor to 
mediocre condition, and 32.9% of our bridges are rated as structurally deficient 
or functionally obsolete – MaineDOT and FHWA plan to squander another $61 M 
of our limited state/federal transportation dollars on an alternative that does not 
satisfy original Purpose and Needs while deliberately punting the System Linkage 

Need and the need for a limited-access facility 20 years into an unknown future 
with no specific plan on how they intend to accomplish the long-term needs that 
should have been satisfied by the selection of an alternative that actually meets 

100% of Purpose and Needs at the onset of the project – not some 20 years later...

MaineDOT/FHWA Officials HAVE TOLD YOU WHAT THEY WANT 
YOU TO KNOW. Here's a few 2B-2 facts you may not be aware of:

The following slide presentation was  
compiled for informational use only 
by a private citizen impacted by an  

ill-conceived and shortsighted 
transportation decision after a 14 
year study costing $2.5 million. 

 Material is referenced to official 
documentation gleaned from  

sources such as FOAA requests and 
the I-395/Route 9 Transportation 

Study website in their own words...

Larry Adams/October 2014 
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Question: 
How did  2B-2 become the only alternative in contention by Sept 2010, 
when 2B-2 satisfied only 20% of the Study Purpose and Needs and 

was only one step above the No-Build alternative in April of 2009? 
What is it about NO that MaineDOT and FHWA do not understand?

Answer: 
Similar DEIS questions were deemed as not substantive by Gannett 
Fleming (MaineDOT's-paid-consultant since 2000) thus no comment 

was/is required by the MaineDOT and FHWA.  Original study criteria 
has been changed several times since Sept 2010 affecting  2B-2 and 
none of the other 79+ studied alternatives. MaineDOT and FHWA are the 

Judge, the Jury, and the Executioner when it comes to determining 
what is/what is not substantive thus controlling the conversation . 
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2B-2 is not the best alternative for this  project – it is simply the cheapest.
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Question:
Isn't 2B-2 really just a rehash of the original 2B alternative that was 

removed from further consideration before the Jan 2003 PAC meeting? 
MaineDOT/FHWA' s own words: “Traffic congestion and conflicting 
vehicle movements on this section of Route 9 would substantially 

increase the potential for new safety concerns and hazards.”  

Answer: YES
2B and 2B-2 share the same identical connection points on I-395 in 

Brewer and Route 9 in Eddington. 2B and 2B-2 use the same identical 
4.2 mile section of Route 9 which is 40.8% of the overall length of the 

2B-2 alternative. The two routes differ only slightly by variances in the 
2B-2 routing around environmental concerns.  2B-2 is 2B.
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Question:
Does 2B-2 meet the original System Linkage Need?

Answer: NO 
2B-2 did not meet System Linkage Need in April 2009. 

The System Linkage Need criteria was changed by Sept 2010: 
“…the system linkage need and need for a limited access 

facility should be considered a long‐term need.”    
(http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/FCA%2009-10a.pdf)

“Prior to the eleventh PAC meeting on February 20, 2002, the 
system linkage need was examined in greater detail to further 

To aid in reducing the number of preliminary alternatives. 
meet the need of improved regional system linkage while 
minimizing impacts to people, it was determined that an 

alternative must provide a limited-access connection 
between I-395 and Route 9 east of Route 46. Alternatives 

that do not provide a limited access connection to Route 9 east 
of Route 46 would not be practicable because that would not 
provide a substantial improvement in regional mobility and 
connectivity and would negatively affect people living along 
Route 9 in the study area. Alternatives that would connect to 

Route 9 west of Route 46 would severely impact local 
communities along Route 9 between proposed alternative 
connection points and Route 46. Alternatives providing a 

direct connection between I-395 and Route 9 east of Route 46 
will provide improved regional connections between the 

Canadian Maritime Provinces and the Bangor region and 
reduce traffic on other roadways. Such alternatives meet the 

intent of the East-West High-way Initiative.” 
 (http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/Alts%20Tech%20Memo.pdf) 
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Question:
How does alternative 2B-2 affect the citizens 
 of the Town of Eddington living on Route 9?

Answer:
“Alternatives that do not provide a limited access 

connection to Route 9 east of Route 46...would negatively 
affect people living along Route 9 in the study area.”

“Prior to the eleventh PAC meeting on February 20, 2002, the 
system linkage need was examined in greater detail to further 

aid in reducing the number of preliminary alternatives. To 
meet the need of improved regional system linkage while 
minimizing impacts to people, it was determined that an 

alternative must provide a limited-access connection between 
Alternatives that do not I-395 and Route 9 east of Route 46. 

provide a limited access connection to Route 9 east of 
Route 46 would not be practicable because that would not 

provide a substantial improvement in regional mobility 
and connectivity and would negatively affect people living 

along Route 9 in the study area. Alternatives that would 
connect to Route 9 west of Route 46 would severely impact 

local communities along Route 9 between proposed 
alternative connection points and Route 46. Alternatives 

providing a direct connection between I-395 and Route 9 east 
of Route 46 will provide improved regional connections 

between the Canadian Maritime Provinces and the Bangor 
region and reduce traffic on other roadways. Such alternatives 

meet the intent of the East-West High-way Initiative.” 
 (http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/Alts%20Tech%20Memo.pdf) 
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Question:
How does 2B-2 affect Eddington citizens living between 

2B-2's Route 9 connection point and Route 46?

Answer: 
“Alternatives that would connect to Route9 west of 
Route 46 would severely impact local communities 

along Route 9 between proposed alternative 
connection points and Route 46.”

“Prior to the eleventh PAC meeting on February 20, 2002, the 
system linkage need was examined in greater detail to further 

aid in reducing the number of preliminary alternatives. To 
meet the need of improved regional system linkage while 
minimizing impacts to people, it was determined that an 

alternative must provide a limited-access connection between 
I-395 and Route 9 east of Route 46. Alternatives that do not 
provide a limited access connection to Route 9 east of Route 

46 would not be practicable because that would not provide a 
substantial improvement in regional mobility and connectivity 
and would negatively affect people living along Route 9 in the 

Alternatives that would connect to Route 9 study area. 
west of Route 46 would severely impact local 

communities along Route 9 between proposed alternative 
connection points and Route 46. Alternatives providing a 

direct connection between I-395 and Route 9 east of Route 46 
will provide improved regional connections between the 

Canadian Maritime Provinces and the Bangor region and 
reduce traffic on other roadways. Such alternatives meet the 

intent of the East-West High-way Initiative.” 
 (http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/Alts%20Tech%20Memo.pdf) 
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Question:
Does alternative 2B-2 meet the intent 
of the East-West Highway Initiative?

Answer: NO
“Alternatives providing a direct connection 

between I-395 and Route 9 east of Route 46...meet 
the intent of the East-West Highway initiative.”

“Prior to the eleventh PAC meeting on February 20, 2002, the 
system linkage need was examined in greater detail to further 

aid in reducing the number of preliminary alternatives. To 
meet the need of improved regional system linkage while 
minimizing impacts to people, it was determined that an 

alternative must provide a limited-access connection between 
I-395 and Route 9 east of Route 46. Alternatives that do not 
provide a limited access connection to Route 9 east of Route 

46 would not be practicable because that would not provide a 
substantial improvement in regional mobility and connectivity 
and would negatively affect people living along Route 9 in the 
study area. Alternatives that would connect to Route 9 west of 

Route 46 would severely impact local communities along 
Route 9 between proposed alternative connection points and 

Alternatives providing a direct connection Route 46. 
between I-395 and Route 9 east of Route 46 will provide 
improved regional connections between the Canadian 
Maritime Provinces and the Bangor region and reduce 
traffic on other roadways. Such alternatives meet the 

intent of the East-West High-way Initiative.” 
 (http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/Alts%20Tech%20Memo.pdf) 
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Question:
Does the 2B-2 alternative “provide a substantial 

improvement in regional mobility and connectivity”?

Answer: NO
In MaineDOT's own words:

“Alternatives that do not provide a limited 
access connection to Route 9 east of Route 

46...would not provide a substantial 
improvement in regional mobility and 

connectivity...” 

“Alternatives that do not provide a limited access 
connection to Route 9 east of Route 46 would not be 

practicable because that would not provide a substantial 
improvement in regional mobility and connectivity and 

would negatively affect people living along Route 9 in the 
study area.” (http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/Alts%20Tech%20Memo.pdf page5) 
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Question:
Is “the system linkage need” still “a valid need for this study”? 

Answer: YES
The System Linkage Need of this Study is still valid, 

however, the System Linkage Need and the need for a 
limited-access facility were re-identified as long-term 
needs in September 2010; if the DEIS System Linkage 

short-term-need duration is identified as the 20 year life 
design of this connector out to the year 2035, then long-

term is some unidentified year after 2035.

Fundamentally, MaineDOT/FHWA has “kicked the can 
down the road” 20 years or more to an unknown future 

with no engineering data on how they plan to implement 
alternative 2B-2's long-term System Linkage Need and 

the long-term need for a limited-access facility, instead of 
selecting an alternative meeting 100% of the Purpose 

and Needs from the onset.  Your children and their 
children will be presented with a  large bill in another 

20+ years for the poor transportation decisions of today. 

“The DOT is committed to the East‐West highway  
vision, and the system linkage need remains a valid  

need for this study.” (http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/FCA%2009-10a.pdf) 
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Question:
Will the connector be built to “MaineDOT design 

criteria for freeways” as per the DEIS? 

Answer: No
“This cost estimate for the build 
alternatives was prepared using 
the DOT's freeway criteria. We 

understand the DOT would like, 
following the  conclusion of the 
NEPA process, for the preferred 

alternative to be developed using 
rolling criteria…we ask that the 
DOT let us know the anticipated 

percent reduction in cost that 
would result from this change in 

criteria…we will apply this 
percent reduction to the cost to 
construct the build alternatives 

that is shown in the DEIS/Section 
404 Permit Application.”

  FOAA Doc#000391 dated 12.6.11 
Gannett Fleming to MaineDOT  

As stated in the DEIS: “…designed using the  
MaineDOT design criteria for freeways.” 

http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/DEIS/00Sum.pdf page s12/s13 

FOAA documents indicate: a downgrade in  
end-state design “using rolling criteria”. 

Note the DEIS-stated construction cost @ $61 million; the DEIS-stated design is freeway 
criteria and was estimated @ $93.24 million, yet the DEIS-stated cost is for rolling criteria 

which the MaineDOT/FHWA plan to develop following the NEPA process. That’s an 
intentional misrepresentation of facts to make 2B-2 appear to be a cheaper alternative for 

this project by $32.2 million and an intentional falsification of an official state/federal 
government document by state/federal government officials. What’s that smell – you ask? 
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Question:
Will the travel lanes be “within an approximate 

200-foot-wide right-of-way”?

Answer: NO 
Eddington residents learn state plans ‘rolling rural’ route for

 I-395/Route 9 connector (Bangor Daily News 4.17.14):

“Planning board member Gretchen Heldmann gave a summary 
report of the 1,239-page FOAA response at Tuesday’s selectmen's 

meeting…documents reveal that MDOT: Changed the design 
criteria and downgraded the limited access highway project to a 

two-lane rolling rural route. The change reduces the right-of-
way needs from 200 feet of width to between 100 and 125 feet 

over the approximately 5-mile-long route from Brewer to Eddington.”

  “MDOT project manager Russell Charette responded Wednesday to 
Heldmann's conclusions by saying the state agency’s federal 

partners asked for a change in the design criteria, that the 
change would reduce costs, and that all public comments are part of 

the final report he is finishing.” 

Did the MaineDOT Project Manager say “Heldmann's conclusions” 
on the FOAA were inaccurate? NO, he simply exclaimed: “…federal 

partners asked for a change in the design criteria...”

As stated in the DEIS: “…within an approximate 
 200-foot-wide right-of-way.” 
http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/DEIS/00Sum.pdf page s13 

FOAA documents indicate: a “100’ to 125’ ROW width”. 
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Question:
Does the 2B-2 alternative meet the original 
criteria of “a limited-access connection”?

Answer: NO 
Alternative 2B-2 design criteria has been changed from a
 limited-access connection to a controlled-access highway.

Original Study criteria: “…it was determined that an 
 alternative must provide a limited-access connection 

between I-395 and Route 9 east of Route 46.”  
(http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/Alts%20Tech%20Memo.pdf page5) 

As stated in the DEIS: “…2B-2 would be a 
 controlled-access highway…” 

(http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/DEIS/00Sum.pdf pg. s12) 
 
 

“Alternatives that do not provide a limited access connection to Route 9 east of Route 46 would not 
provide a substantial improvement in regional mobility and connectivity and would negatively affect 
local access.”  http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/EA%2003-12-02.pdf   

MaineDOT’s definition of a controlled-access highway does not seem to fit alternative 2B-2. 
This connector is not even close to emulating I-95…there are 158 additional access points 

on that 4.5 mile section of Route 9, an integral part of the 2B-2 alternative. That is 158 
additional access points that the majority of the 79+ studied alternatives did not have to 

contend with! Is that within the MaineDOT definition of controlled-access? 

“Joan Brooks commented that one of the requirements of the study is to create a 
limited access facility….Ray added that recent legislative policy instructs DOT to 
limit access on most major arterials in the state. The idea is to increase efficiency 
and reduce costs.” (PAC Meeting #8) 
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Question:
Will the 2B-2 alternative be upgradeable to provide a future 

4-lane divided highway as original criteria quantified?

Answer: NO 
Alternative 2B-2 is no longer upgradeable to a 4-lane divided 
highway as traffic capacity is reached in the future or when 
safety issues may warrant the conversion per decade-long 

Study criteria. That change was announced in October 2011, 
the first of many changes to only 2B-2 and none of the other 
79+ studied alternatives. Senator Collins's Office advised, in 
early 2012, $1.0 million would be saved by the reduction to 
the width of the right-of-way purchase; the downside is the 
possibility that residents may even be closer to the roadway 
surface as the highway would be centered within a smaller 

corridor and previous buffers would be significantly reduced.

 MONEY TRUMPS SAFETY. HOW LUCKY DO YOU FEEL?

“Change made to typical section since our last meeting, the project 
considered having two lanes of highway constructed within right-

of-way sufficient to accommodate four lanes in the future. That has 
now changed to two lanes of highway within right-of-way that 
accommodates two lanes but does not accommodate four lane 

construction in the future.” (http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/EIS%2010-11-11c.pdf) 
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Question:
Does alternative 2B-2 meet the original intent of the NOI?

Answer: NO
“…between Interstate 395 (I-395), Brewer

 and State Route 9 (Route 9), Clifton…” 

Notice Of Intent was clearly understood for the majority of 
the first decade of this study as evidenced by the definition 
of System Linkage Need and the logical termini in the Oct 
2003 MaineDOT/FHWA/ACOE Technical Memorandum: 

“To meet the need of improved regional system linkage 
while minimizing impacts to people, it was determined 

that an alternative must provide a limited-access 
connection between I-395 and Route 9 east of Route 46.” 

“…alternatives were reevaluated based on a more 
detailed examination of the study purpose and needs. 
Specifically, the eastern logical termini was refined. 

Alternatives that did not connect to Route 9 east of Route 
46 were dismissed from further consideration.”    

(http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/Alts%20Tech%20Memo.pdf)

“The FHWA, in cooperation with the Maine Department of 
Transportation, will prepare an EIS that analyzes alternatives to 

identify a Preferred Alternative to meet future transportation 
needs. The alternative identification and analysis from the 
preliminary EA will provide the foundation to further the 

evaluation of upgrades of the existing roadway system, alignments 
on new location, and the No-build Alternative. The EIS will examine 
alternatives to improve transportation system linkage, safety, and 
mobility between Interstate 395 (I-395), Brewer and State Route 9 

(Route 9), Clifton in southern Penobscot County, Maine.”   
(http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2005-12-01/pdf/05-23529.pdf) 
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Question: 
How the FHWA/MaineDOT parsed words to change the logical 

termini criteria. Would you buy a used car from these people? NO 

You need to understand the significance of what was done: 
MaineDOT/FHWA decided, based on the fact that the NOI “did not 

use the term logical termini”, they could/would alter Purpose and 
Needs to make the Study fit alternative 2B-2. FHWA’s “west to east 
through Eddington” statement (a statement that didn’t exist) led to 

the revision of the original “eastern logical termini” criterion 
requiring a connection on “Route 9 east of Route 46” TO “the 

portion of Route 9 in the study area to satisfy the project purpose 
and need” TO “the portion of Route 9 in the study area”. 
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Question:
Does 2B-2 meet the established 
study “logical termini” criteria?

Answer: NO
Logical termini was indeed changed to favor the selection of 2B-2 

from a more defined area between east of Route 46 and the Clifton 
border to a less defined area that happens to encompass 2B-2's 

connection point on Route 9 - 4.2 miles west of Route 46. With this 
radically changed DEIS-stated logical termini, 2B-2's connection 

point could have been anywhere on Route 9 from the Clifton border 
 west to the Eagle's Nest restaurant in Brewer. How sad is that for 

how far these agencies will go to make their selection work!!

 Was the Notice of Intent amended to allow the MaineDOT/FHWA 
to change the logical termini to basically place it anywhere on 

“Route 9 in the study area to satisfy the project purpose and 
need”? It certainly looked like the MaineDOT/FHWA made 

alternative 2B-2 fit the Study Purpose and Needs. If the NOI didn’t 
need to be amended, what good is the NOI and what good is the 

Federal Register if government officials can so easily parse words 
into meaning absolutely anything they want them to mean. Those 
changes to the logical termini were not made until some time after 

January 2012 per FOAA documents obtained in March 2013.

Original Criteria: “Specifically, the eastern logical termini was 
refined. Alternatives that did not connect to Route 9 east of Route 

46 were dismissed from further consideration.”  
http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/Alts%20Tech%20Memo.pdf 

 

As stated in the DEIS and after changing the definition of the 
original criteria: “The logical termini of the project was identified 

and defined as (1) I-395 near Route 1A and (2) the portion of Route 
9 in the study area.” 
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Question:
Does alternative 2B-2 satisfy Safety Concerns 

Need and Traffic Congestion Need?

Answer: NO
MaineDOT's own words in Oct 2003 indicate that the use of Route 9 

as 40.8% of the overall length of 2B-2 adds a potential for new 
safety concerns and hazards and questions the System Linkage 

Need and  Traffic Congestion Need of the original 2B alternative; 
since 2B-2 is the new 2B, these concerns are just as appropriate 

today in 2014 as they were documented back in 2003. 
 

2B-2 does not satisfy Safety Need; the original System Linkage 
Need purposely bypassed that 4.2 mile section of Route 9, the 

Village of East Eddington and the 9/46 intersection. That same 
section of Route 9 now becomes an integral part of 2B-2.  Study 
criteria bypassed that section for safety reasons for almost 10 
years, yet now it isn't an issue? How does that promote safety?

“Alternative 2B would use approximately 5 miles of Route 
9. Traffic congestion and conflicting vehicle movements 

on this section of Route 9 would substantially increase the 
potential for new safety concerns and hazards.” 

“…Alternative 2B’s ability to satisfy the system linkage 
and traffic congestions needs is questionable.” (http://www.i395-

rt9-study.com/Pubs/Alts%20Tech%20Memo.pdf page ii/20/21) 

“Traffic congestion and 
conflicting vehicle 

movements on this section of 
Route 9 would substantially 

increase the potential for 
new safety concerns and 

hazards.” 
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Question:
Does 2B-2 provide “high speed, limited access connection to 

the east of East Eddington Village”?

Answer: NO
In MaineDOT's own words...

 

As stated in the DEIS: “Route 9 would not be improved, and it 
would not provide high-speed, limited access connection to the 

east of East Eddington Village.” (http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/DEIS/00Sum.pdf  page s13) 

 

Question:
Can “future development along Route 9…impact future

 traffic flow and the overall benefits of the project”?

As stated in the DEIS: “However, future development along Route 9 
in the study area can impact future traffic flow and the overall 

benefits of the project.” (http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/DEIS/00Sum.pdf page s19) 

Answer: YES
In MaineDOT's own words... 

Question:
What is the speed limit on that 4.2 mile section of Route 9?

Answer: 
There are five changes in posted speed limits from 35 to 50 mph.
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Question:
Does 2B-2 generate a significant impact to 

residents within 500’ of the roadway? 

Answer: YES 
Just ask the 8 families that will lose their residences by eminent 
domain only to watch bulldozers raze their homes while many of 

us will go from a quiet rural neighborhood to living within 100 feet 
of tractor trailers racing by at speeds of 55+ mph with absolutely 

zero monetary compensation for our losses in real estate property 
values and a decreased quality of life. I never realized how tentative 

our existence really was until these state and federal government 
agencies were found to have purposely withheld information and 

misrepresented data with zero accountability to anyone within the 
impacted communities for anything. I only wish that at some point 
in these transportation professional's lives – they too face the same 
14 year onslaught that we all have had to endure. I want to be the 

gentleman that tells them what is and what is not substantive!!

Alternative 2B-2’s proximity displacement or buildings within 
500’ of the edge of roadway is 7.9 times that of the previous 3EIK-
2/preferred alternative and the most by far of all the 79+ studied 
alternatives @190 proximity displacements. After studying 79+ 
alternatives since the year 2000, the MaineDOT/FHWA decided 
to site this connector within the most populous segment of the 

whole Study area. Alternative 2B-2 will have a significant 
negative impact on many residential properties. 2B-2’s 

residential displacement is 4 times that of the previous 3EIK-
2/preferred alternative @8 residential displacements. 
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Question:
Does “the speed of traffic through the East
 Eddington Village” present “a concern”?

Answer: YES
 The speed of vehicle traffic and the movement of heavy trucks not 
only transiting the Village of East Eddington but passing through 

the Route 9/46 intersection remains a major concern. The decade-
long System Linkage Need intentionally bypassed that 4.2 mile 

section of Route 9 that is 40.8% of the overall length of alternative 
2B-2. Any of the 79+ studied alternatives that met the original 

System Linkage Need bypassed the Village of East Eddington and 
the intersection of Route 9/46 – that wasn't by accident – that was 

good engineering!! All of that good engineering for most of a 
decade has been foreshadowed by “a hard look at Route 9”. 

“The speed of traffic through the East Eddington village 
has always been a concern. As a built up area, it poses a 
challenge to making connections to Route 9 west of the 

East Eddington Village.”
MaineDOT (RF) final PAC Meeting 4.15.2009
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 “This alternative would not be practicable because it would fail to 
meet the system linkage need, and would fail to adequately 
address the traffic congestion needs in the study area.” (pgii) 

 “Alternative 2B would use approximately 5 miles of Route 9. Traffic 
congestion and conflicting vehicle movements on this section 
of Route 9 would substantially increase the potential for new 
safety concerns and hazards.” (pgii) 

 “Additionally, this alternative would result in: Substantially greater 
proximity impacts (residences within 500 feet of the proposed 
roadway) in comparison to Alternative 3EIK-2 (200 residences v. 12 
residences).” (pgii)  

 “Alternative 2B was dismissed prior to PAC Meeting #16 on January 
15, 2003 because it would inadequately address the system 
linkage and traffic congestion needs.” (pg20) 

 
 “This alternative would not be practicable because it would fail to meet the system linkage need of 

providing a limited access connection between I-395 and Route 9 east of Route 46.” (pg20) 

 “Limited opportunities exist to control access management on this section of Route 9 from local 
roads and driveways. There are ten local roads and 148 existing drives or access points to 
undeveloped lots. Assuming 10 trip ends per drive and an equal number of left and right turns, 
Alternative 2B’s ability to satisfy the system linkage and traffic congestions needs is questionable. 
There are several hundred acres that can be developed along this section of Route 9. Additionally, 200 
buildings (residential and commercial) would be located in proximity (within 500 feet) of the 
proposed roadway.” (pg20) 

 “The lack of existing access controls and the inability to effectively manage access along this 
section of Route 9, and the number of left turns, contribute to the poor LOS and safety concerns, 
and the inability of Alternative 2B to satisfy the system linkage purpose and need effectively.” (LOS 
stands for Level of Service) (pg21) 

Question:
Why did the MaineDOT/FHWA remove alternative

2B from further consideration at the start of 2003? 
2B-2 is nothing more than 2B all over again...

Answer: 
2B would fail to meet the system linkage need and to adequately address traffic 

congestion needs with an increased potential for new safety concerns and 
hazards caused by traffic congestion and conflicting vehicle movements; 

substantially greater proximity impacts and limited opportunities to control 
access management  and the lack of existing access controls with the large 

number of access points and left turns (158) on that 4.2 mile section of Route 9.  
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Question:
“The lack of existing access controls and the inability to 

effectively manage access along this section of Route 9, and 
the number of left turns, contribute to the poor LOS and 

safety concerns, and the inability of Alternative 2B to satisfy 
the system linkage purpose and need effectively.” 

Doesn't that statement ring as true today in 2014 when 
discussing 2B-2 as it was in October 2003 discussing 2B?

Answer: YES 
The statement is as true today as it was in the year 2003.

“Limited opportunities exist to control access management on this 
section of Route 9 from local roads and driveways. There are ten 

local roads and 148 existing drives or access points to undeveloped 
lots. Assuming 10 trip ends per drive and an equal number of left 

and right turns, Alternative 2B’s ability to satisfy the system 
linkage and traffic congestions needs is questionable.” (page 20) “The 

lack of existing access controls and the inability to effectively 
manage access along this section of Route 9, and the number of left 

turns, contribute to the poor LOS and safety concerns, and the 
inability of Alternative 2B to satisfy the system linkage purpose 
and need effectively.” (page 21) http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/Alts%20Tech%20Memo.pdf 

 

158 distinct access points exist on that 4.2 mile section of Route 9 
that makes up 40.8% of the overall length of 2B-2. Any of the 79+ 
studied alternatives that satisfied the System Linkage Need had 

zero added access points while intentionally bypassing that same 
4.2 mile section of Route 9. 

 

FHWA documentation stating: “In rural areas, each access point 
added increases the annual accident rate by seven percent.” 

suggests you are 1,106% more likely to have an accident on 2B-2 
than any of the 79+ studied alternatives that satisfied the 

original System Linkage Need. 
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/planning/publications/rural_areas_planning/page07.cfm 
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The above document provided upon request; this is obviously an excerpt of a multipage document.

Question: 
Why were critical changes in design criteria not included in the official 
answers from the MaineDOT to the Jan 9, 2012 questions from the 
Office of Senator Collins when that information, obtained by FOAA, 
predated the answers provided by the MaineDOT on Jan 17, 2012? 
 

 The change from freeway design to rural design, following the 
conclusion of the NEPA process, as documented in the December 6, 2011 
letter to the MDOT from their paid consultant at Gannett Fleming (FOAA 
Doc#000391). 
 

 The reduction in lanes and the right-of-way to 100’ to 125’ in an August 
1, 2011 MDOT email (FOAA Doc#001143: “It's true, Ken decided the 
reduced lane and 100" to 125" ROW width was all we needed in the 
foreseeable future so why do more.” 

 

 Change of “future conditions traffic forecasts and analyses be revised 
from 2030 to 2035”. Memorandum dated January 11, 2012, slide #26. 
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Question: How dangerous are left turns? 
 

2 ejected from vehicle in Aroostook collision 

By Tony Reaves, BDN Staff 
Posted Aug. 25, 2014, at 7:41 a.m.  
(excerpt of original article) 

Monticello, Maine — Three were injured in a collision Sunday evening on 
Route 1, according to a release from the Maine State Police. 

Police say Josiah Nash, 27, of Blaine, was traveling south on Route 1 in a 
1965 Volkswagon Dunebuggy at about 6:30 p.m. when he was struck by 
Barbara Watson, 71, of Monticello, who was making a left turn from the 
northbound lane onto Silver Street. 

http://bangordailynews.com/2014/08/25/news/aroostook/2-ejected-from-vehicle-in-aroostook-collision/ 

 

 

The case for almost never turning left while driving 
By Matt McFarland April 9 (excerpt of original article)     

                             

                                                              Left turns are unsafe for everyone. 

Federal data have shown that 53.1 percent of crossing-path crashes involve 
left turns, but only 5.7 percent involve right turns. That’s almost 10 times 
as many crashes involving left turns as right. A study by New York City’s 
transportation planners concluded that left-hand turns were three times as 
likely to cause a deadly crash involving a pedestrian as right-hand 
turns. And 36 percent of fatal accidents involving a motorcycle involve a 
left-hand turn in front of a motorcycle, according to the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Association. 

“Left turns create some concerns when it comes to generating potential 
for congestion, back-up traffic flow, safety, accident situations,” said Phil 
Caruso, the deputy executive director for technical programs at the 
Institute of Transportation Engineers. “So if you can eliminate left turns, 
especially concurrent left turns, that’s a positive.” 

We could save lives by restricting left turns, but we’re unwilling to 
sacrifice what we see as a needed convenience. Even if you discount the 
safety concerns, the efficiency of turning left is questionable. 

There’s nothing special 
about this accident; it was 
caused by the operator’s 
failure to yield during a 

left turn. Although I 
discussed left turns in a 

previous document, I 
thought it necessary to 

elaborate once again how 
unsafe these left turn 
maneuvers really are. 

“Federal data have shown 
that 53.1 percent of 

crossing-path crashes 
involve left turns, but only 
5.7 percent involve right 

turns.”  

“And 36 percent of fatal 
accidents involving a 

motorcycle involve a left-
hand turn in front of a 

motorcycle, according to 
the National Highway 

Traffic Safety Association.” 
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        Question: What does the FHWA say about left turns? 

“Where restricting turning movements to and from a 
driveway is possible, it is most beneficial from a safety 
perspective to prohibit left-turning movements. Research 
suggests that approximately 72 percent of crashes at a 
driveway involve a left-turning vehicle…approximately 34 
percent of these crashes are due to an outbound vehicle 
turning left across through traffic. Twenty-eight percent of 
crashes are due to an inbound, left-turning vehicle conflicting 
with opposite direction through traffic, and 10 percent are 
due to outbound, left-turning movements incorrectly merging 
into the same direction through movement.”  
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/intersection/resources/fhwasa10002/ 

“Research suggests 
approximately 72 

percent of crashes at 
a driveway involve a 
left-turning vehicle.” 

“Where restricting 
turning movements 

to and from a 
driveway is possible, 
it is most beneficial 

from a safety 
perspective to 

prohibit left-turning 
movements.” 

Question: What does the MaineDOT say about left turns? 
 

“Limited opportunities exist to control access 
management on this section of Route 9 from local roads 
and driveways. There are ten local roads and 148 
existing drives or access points to undeveloped lots. 
Assuming 10 trip ends per drive and an equal number of 
left and right turns, Alternative 2B’s ability to satisfy 
the system linkage and traffic congestions needs is 
questionable. There are several hundred acres that can 
be developed along this section of Route 9. Additionally, 
200 buildings (residential and commercial) would be 
located in proximity (within 500 feet) of the proposed 
roadway.” 
 

“The lack of existing access controls and the inability to 
effectively manage access along this section of Route 9, 
and the number of left turns, contribute to the poor LOS 
and safety concerns, and the inability of Alternative 2B 
to satisfy the system linkage purpose and need 
effectively.” http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/Alts%20Tech%20Memo.pdf (pages 20-21) 

“Assuming 10 trip ends 
per drive and an equal 

number of left and 
right turns, Alternative 
2B’s ability to satisfy 

the system linkage and 
traffic congestions 

needs is questionable.” 

“…and the number of 
left turns, contribute 
to the poor LOS and 
safety concerns, and 

the inability of 
Alternative 2B to 
satisfy the system 

linkage purpose and 
need effectively.” 
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Question:  
How many left turns are in the 4.2 mile section  

 of Route 9 that is 40.8% of the 2B-2 alternative? 
 

 Question: How many left turns exist on the section of 
Route 9 which makes up 40.8% of the 2B-2 alternative?  
o Answer: If you traverse that section of Route 9 

from one end to the other and back again, you will 
come upon 158 left turns!! 

 

 So tell me again, how does alternative 2B-2 meet the 
Safety Concerns Needs of this study? 
 
 

Question: How dangerous are left turns? 
 

Left turns are inherently dangerous as they can lead to nasty head-on collisions, just like any 
other accident caused by the failure of the operator to stay in the correct travel lane. Crossing 
traffic is dangerous no matter where it happens and it is just as dangerous when discussing 
the 4.2 mile section of Route 9 that is 40.8% of the overall length of the 2B-2 alternative.  
 

FHWA documentation states: “In rural areas, each access point 
added increases the annual accident rate by seven percent.”   

 
With access management added to the mix, question how 158 
additional access points added to this new connector from the 
onset will affect Safety Concerns and Traffic Congestion. Why 
would professional engineers select and promote 2B-2 with an 
additional 158 access points when any of the 79+ studied 
alternatives satisfying the System Linkage Need had zero access 
points? The 4.2 miles of Route 9 integral to 2B-2 - includes an 
average of 37.6 access points/mile. 

 

As the number of access points increases—the accident 
rate increases—decreasing SAFETY. 
 

Why would the MaineDOT and the FHWA want to squander 
$61 million on a defective connector when there are so many 
unmet transportation needs and shortfalls in our state? 

“There are ten 
local roads and 

148 existing drives 
or access points to 
undeveloped lots.” 

“…each access point 
added increases the 

annual accident rate by 
seven percent.” 

 “…ten local roads and 
148 existing drives or 

access points…” 
 

 FHWA data suggests 
that you are 1,106% 

more likely to have an 
accident on 2B-2 than 
any of the 79+ studied 

alternatives that 
satisfied the original 

System Linkage Need.  
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Question:  How does the MaineDOT and FHWA define Safety: 

“Joan Brooks asked how safety is viewed in comparison to 
wetlands. Bill said that safety was defined at the beginning of the 
study as the elimination of crashes. Other aspects of safety 
certainly exist but were not part of the study’s definition. As far the 
agencies are concerned, the DOT and FHWA define safety as the 
elimination of crashes.”http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/PAC041509_summary.pdf 

Question:  
What is the speed limit on the section of Route 9 that  
is 40.8% of the overall length of the 2B-2 alternative? 

 

Answer: 

 
There are currently five changes in posted speed limits from 35 to 50 mph. 

Question: 
 How many access points exist on the section of Route 9  

that is 40.8% of the overall length of the 2B-2 alternative? 
 

Answer: 
 

 “There are ten local roads and 148 existing drives or access points to undeveloped lots.”  
 

 An average of 37.6 access points/mile on that specific 4.2 mile section of Route 9. 
 

 The 158 access points plus the five changes in posted speed limits from 35 mph to 50 mph on 
that 4.2 mile section of Route 9 are the same issues that the MaineDOT/FHWA identified 
when removing alternative 2B from further consideration in January 2003: “Traffic 
congestion and conflicting vehicle movements on this section of Route 9 would 
substantially increase the potential for new safety concerns and hazards”. Any of the 79+ 
studied alternatives meeting System Linkage Need had ZERO access points. 
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A Question Not Considered Substantive: 
A substantive question is acknowledged by a black vertical mark in 
the right margin. The DEIS-stated $61 million cost was intentionally 
declared $32.24 million lower than the DEIS-stated freeway design, 

shouldn't this question have been deemed substantive and answered 
by the MaineDOT/FHWA instead of hidden in the back of the book?  
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Another Question Not Considered Substantive:
No one has come forward to explain or apologize for this manager's 

intentional act of withholding critical information from a private 
impacted citizen; is this acceptable behavior for our state employees? 
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 Another Question Not Considered Substantive: 
What has changed in MaineDOT philosophy since the year 2000 where 
community support was deemed an important factor in the decision-

making process? We have since been left completely out of the process.
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Another Question Not Considered Substantive:
Proximity displacement measured “the impact of each alternative along 
the entire length of the alternative...”  Why was this metric added in July 
2002 yet not used for impact assessment in April 2009 when 2B-2 had the 
most proximity displacements of all 79+ studied alternatives? Regulation 
or no regulation – people should be one step above frogs in a vernal pool...
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Another Question Not Considered Substantive:
 The PAC was advisory only - yet the DEIS listed their names suggesting 
they took part in the DEIS preparation. All decisions made after the final 

 4.15.2009 PAC meeting were outside of public, civic and PAC scrutiny. 
MaineDOT and FHWA do our PAC members a great disservice by making 

it appear that they may concur with the DEIS results, when many PAC 
members adamantly disagree with the 2B-2 selection. I would be livid.
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Question:
2B-2 has been identified as the Least Environmentally Damaging 

Practicable Alternative by MaineDOT, FHWA and the ACOE. What exactly 
does that moniker mean and can we trust that there will be no impact to 

our lands, streams and watersheds and its inhabitants? 
How does 2B-2 “enhance the quality of the human environment”?

Answer: 
LEDPA does not mean that the environment or inhabitants will not be 

damaged – it simply means - least damaged. 2B-2 impacts a total of 
4,900 feet of streams and 1,683 acres; add the loss and destruction of 
properties and homes and the fact that 2B-2 does not even satisfy the 
Study Purpose and Needs and ask yourself: How does 2B-2 “enhance 

the quality of my human environment”? It doesn't – it only destroys it!!
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Question: What is the significance of this letter obtained by FOAA?

Answer: 
FOAA #000391 demonstrates a willingness to 
deceive by including the cost of a downgraded 

future design in the DEIS which leads one to think 
that changing design criteria during the NEPA 

process may have been questionable and/or non-
compliant; an intentional act of deception to 

present 2B-2 as a bargain-priced alternative in the 
DEIS with a falsified cost of $61 or $32.24 million 
less than the actual estimated $93.24 million cost 

attached to this 12.6.2011 letter as FOAA #000392. 
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Title 17-A: MAINE CRIMINAL CODE 
Part 2: SUBSTANTIVE OFFENSES 
Chapter 19: FALSIFICATION IN OFFICIAL MATTERS  
§456. Tampering with public records or information  
1.  A person is guilty of tampering with public records or information if he:  
A. Knowingly makes a false entry in, or false alteration of any record, document or thing belonging to, or 
received or kept by the government, or required by law to be kept by others for the information of the 
government; or  
B. Presents or uses any record, document or thing knowing it to be false, and with intent that it be taken 
as a genuine part of information or records referred to in subsection 1, paragraph A; or  
C. Intentionally destroys, conceals, removes or otherwise impairs the verity or availability of any such record, 
document or thing, knowing that he lacks authority to do so.  
2.  Tampering with public records or information is a Class D crime.     
  
 Representatives of the MaineDOT, FHWA and Gannett Fleming “knowingly” made a “false entry” (the 

intentional inclusion of the $61 million cost based on a future change in design criteria and several 
other falsehoods as can be seen in the attached document) in the DEIS (Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement), a “record, document…belonging to…the government…with intent that it be taken as a 
genuine part of information or records…” 

 The intentional reduction in alternative 2B-2’s cost was necessary to favorable promote this 
project—misrepresenting the project with a knowingly false cost—“with intent that it be taken as a 
genuine part of information”. It’s a lot easier to promote a $61 million project instead of a $93.24 
million project.  

Question: 
But - have any laws been broken?

Answer: 
Several misrepresentations of truth were gleaned from FOAA 

documents that predated the DEIS. The DEIS-stated-cost was not an 
accident; they knowingly made a false entry to present as genuine. 

 
 2B-2 was designed using the DEIS-stated “MaineDOT design criteria for freeways” with a DEIS-stated 

total cost @$61 million—FOAA documents indicate that 2B-2, prepared using “DOT’s freeway criteria”, 
had a total cost @$93.24 million (mitigation not included); a future downgrade in design standard from 
freeway criteria to rolling criteria, “following the conclusion of the NEPA process”, would reduce the cost 
by “one-third”. Simply speaking—the DEIS-stated cost does not match the DEIS-stated design criteria. 
(A design criteria change in the DEIS that late in the study to only 2B-2 would have probably been 
noncompliant with NEPA. MaineDOT benefits upfront with the lower cost talking point and will wait 
until the NEPA process concludes to dishonestly make the actual change.) 

 DEIS-states: “approximate 200 foot-wide right-of-way”—FOAA indicates a “100’ to 125’ ROW width”. 
 DEIS-states: “mitigating environmental impacts” are included in the $61 million cost—FOAA indicates 

that environmental mitigation was not included in the $93.24 million cost. 
 The basis of the DEIS-stated $61 million appears to be nothing more than a guesstimate at best. Was the 

cost inspired by “low should be no greater than $65 million” as the Chief Engineer suggested to the 
Project Manager? It certainly wasn’t “the cost estimates should be reduced by one-third…” as the Chief 
Engineer would state two weeks later, as that math doesn’t add up. Was it a coincidence that we would 
find out later that the DEIS-stated $61 million cost just so happens to satisfy the benefit to cost ratio 
when the cost of 2B-2 @$93.24 million and even a one-third reduction of that cost @$62.16 million 
give unacceptable B/C ratios of less than 1.0?  

 None of these critical differences between what was included in the DEIS and what we were to learn 
a year later in the FOAA were identified in official MaineDOT answers to questions from the office of 
Senator Collins on January 17, 2012 even though many of the FOAA documents predate the DEIS 
leading me to ask if critical information was intentionally withheld from the office of a U. S. Senator? 
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Question: 
Two other alternatives remain in consideration with 2B-2 identified as 
the preferred alternative. How were the 5's developed and was there 
really any serious consideration for selecting 5A2B-2 or 5B2B-2? The 
following are Judy Lindsey's (MaineDOT) personal notes obtained via 
FOAA; Gretchen Heldmann traveled to Augusta to  personally obtain 

screens shots of several years of handwritten notes.

Answer: 
 5A2E3K-1 was renamed 5A2B-2 by Sept 2010; like 2B-2, only 

satisfying 20% of Purpose and Needs in Apr2009 (slide #2). 5A2B-2 
had no serious MaineDOT/FHWA support due to cost. 5B2B-2 was 

cobbled together with existing data and also lacked support.
“DOT would not construct 5B because of new interchange (instability).” 

“...5's are included as we have the data...”

5A2B-2 and 5B2B-2 alternatives were nothing more 
than filler to make a one-sided process appear to be fair. 
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Question: 
Even a simple question about MaineDOT's own website goes 

unanswered. What happened to MaineDOT's vision of a 
limited-access road to the east of East Eddington? 

Was their vision blurred by the “hard look at Route 9”?

http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/home.html 
screen capture on 10.6.2014

http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/home.html
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Another Question Not Considered Substantive: 
2B-2 will cost the impacted communities $62,000 in lost tax revenues 
each year. How many jobs will be eliminated to make up for that loss? 

How about the devaluation of homes and properties in close proximity 
to this connector with absolutely zero compensation for those losses? 
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Another Question Not Considered Substantive: 
Has the process been fair? Absolutely not, we cannot even get the 

MaineDOT and the FHWA to enter into a conversation. FOAA documents 
(not received until a year after the DEIS) revealed downgraded design 
criteria changes that we were not able to comment on to the DEIS or at 
the Public Hearing – the majority of our questions remain unanswered. 
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Another Question Not Considered Substantive:
An example of MaineDOT's Jan 17, 2012 response to questions from 

the Office of Senator Collins; was this a lack of communication skills or 
a cunning act of dissimulation? A simple question was “answered” by 

not directly addressing the question by using governmentese; a 
glimpse of what was to come when dealing with these agencies...
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Question:
What does the MaineDOT have to say about future upgradability and the 
width of the ROW? My DEIS question #25 below won substantive status!

Answer:
In MaineDOT's own words: “The 200-foot-wide right-of-way

 provides a sufficient width to allow a future upgrade if needed.” 

 The right-of-way width was reduced from the DEIS-stated 200’ to a  
width of between 100’ to 125’ (FOAA #001143 dated August 11, 2011) 

making a future upgrade impossible and also makes this official 
statement, in the Draft Responses to Substantive Comments released on 

April 2013, a fabrication of fact. Commissioner Bernhardt and Chief 
Engineer Sweeney freely discussed the change in design criteria to 

rolling and the reduced ROW to 100’ in an April 4, 2013 meeting with 
Carol Woodcock (Office of Senator Collins). See slide #13 for the 
confirming email of April 4, 2013 meeting and FOAA #001143.
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Question: What is the significance of the $61 million? An error in 
computation or an intentional act to raise the B/C Ratio above 1.0? 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Average Annual Equivalents may have used to achieve the MaineDOT B/C ratio @ 1.1.) 
Using MaineDOT Values: Benefits @$61,424,195/Cost @$61,000,000 = B/C Ratio of 1.007  
 MaineDOT Benefit/Cost ratio analysis based on $61 million installation cost and not the 

$93,240,000 cost estimate “prepared using the DOT freeway criteria” as documented in 
FOAA #000392. MaineDOT B/C analysis is based on future downgraded “rolling design” 
criteria following the conclusion of NEPA. (slide #40) 

 Since Benefit/Cost Ratio is basic mathematics, knowledge on how to compute benefits in 
FOAA #000187 is unnecessary; MaineDOT established the present values of Benefits 
@$61,424,195.  

Benefit/Cost Ratio of 2B-2 using MaineDOT’s freeway criteria: 

FOAA Document #000187 established Benefits    @ $61,424,195  
FOAA Document #000392 established 2B-2 Cost @ $93,240,000   
$61,424,195/$93,240,000 = B/C Ratio @0.659      
 A Benefit-to-Cost Ratio of 0.659 makes this project not viable when using the 

actual cost of 2B-2 prepared using MaineDOT’s freeway criteria. 
FOAA #000392 established 2B-2 Cost @ $93,240,000 
FOAA #000431 established a “one-third reduction” in cost. (slide #51) 

$93,240,000/3 = $31,080,000 (one-third of $93,240,000) 
$93,240,000 - $31,080,000 = $62,160,000 (one-third reduction) 
 One third of $93.24 million does not equal the $61,000,000 cost used in the 

Benefit/Cost analysis of FOAA #000185-000187 and as stated in the DEIS. There 
seems to be a mathematical discrepancy of $1,160,000 for the MaineDOT established 
installation cost of $61,000,000. 

B/C using accurate one-third reduction @ $62,160,000: 
Cost @$62,160,000 > Benefits @ $61,424,195 or a B/C ratio @0.988 – not viable. 

 Computing the Benefit-to-Cost Ratio with the MaineDOT established present value 
of Benefits @ $61,424,195 and the real $93.24 million installation cost reduced by 
one-third results in B/C Ratios @ 0.988. 
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Question: 
Really? “Interstate 395-Route 9 connector won't be built

 in the next three years.” When did the MaineDOT say that? 

  

  

 Bangor Daily News January 21, 2014: 

Question: What did Mr. Charette say? 

Question: What did Mr. Charette NOT say? 

“…connector won’t be built in the next three years.” 
 

 Those are the words of the Bangor Daily News—NOT the MaineDOT. 

“You will note that the I-395/Route 9 Study is not in the Work Plan 
for the next three years and cannot be scheduled for any future 
design work until a Record of Decision is received,” project manager 
Russell Charette said in his bimonthly email update sent Jan. 17 to 
towns affected by the plan. 

The DOT could not place the connector on the work plan until the 
final environmental impact statement is completed and it has a 
National Environmental Policy Act permit in hand, the project 
manager said. 

 “...not in the Work Plan for the next three years 
 and cannot be scheduled for any future design 

 work until a Record of Decision is received.” 
 

 Work plans are amended all the time. What’s to keep this project from being 
amended into the current 2014/2015/2016 Work Plan once the FEIS is 
completed, the Record of Decision is issued 30 days later and the 404 Permit 
is granted? All they really need is a funding source. 

 Once the ROD is received, future design work can be scheduled per Mr. 
Charette’s own words. That could happen momentarily. 

 Wouldn’t the EIS supporting documentation become out of date and possibly 
invalid if this project was indeed put on hold to post-2016?  
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Question: 
Was the ACOE Purpose compliant with the NOI?

ACOE basic 
project purpose:

“The U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers 
have determined 

that the basic 
project purpose, in 

accordance with 
Section 404 of the 
Clean Water Act is 
to provide for the 
safe and efficient 
flow of east-west 

traffic and 
shipment of good 
from Brewer  (I-

395) to Eddington 
(Route 9), Maine for 

current and 
projected traffic 

volumes.”  

Notice of Intent (NOI):
“The EIS will examine alternatives to 

improve transportation system linkage, safety,
 and mobility between Interstate 395 (I-395), 
Brewer and State Route 9 (Route 9), Clifton in 

southern Penobscot County, Maine.” 
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2005-12-01/pdf/05-23529.pdf 

Answer: ACOE basic project purpose is not compliant with NOI.
NOI does not state that the purpose of the project is the flow of east-

west traffic from Brewer to Eddington - it clearly states Route 9, Clifton. 
Not only doesn't the ACOE purpose comply with the NOI, it also differs 
from the MaineDOT/FHWA study purpose utilized over the 14 year life 
of the study. That difference in purpose, per a telephonic conversation 

with the study's EPA representative (MK) on 5.29.13, often led to 
confusion within the other agencies as they often had to stop and ask 

which project purpose they were discussing, demonstrating a complete 
failure of the MaineDOT/FHWA to effectively manage the Study. 
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http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/PublicMeeting.pdf 

Question: 
“NEPA's purpose...to foster excellent action.” 

Have the MaineDOT, FHWA, ACOE and Cooperating Agencies met this 
vision statement? Have their actions been within NEPA compliance?

Answer: NO
After 14 years of study with an expenditure of over $2.5 million, the 
best this group could do was to select an alternative removed from 

further consideration in January 2003 as the preferred alternative for 
this project - with a questionable $61 million price tag? There are so 
many things wrong with this selection – the biggest – the failure to 

meet the original System Linkage Need and it is a fact that this need 
will have to be addressed 20+ years from now with another expensive 
project. “Excellent action”? Not in my opinion and in fact it looks like 
these agencies are just ramming 2B-2 down our throats just to have a 
road to build; 2B-2 is nothing more than a band-aid at a time when we 

can't even afford to fix the roads and bridges we already have. NEPA 
has been manipulated and side-stepped; information has been 

intentionally withheld and in some cases even falsified – NEPA has not 
protected us as is the regulation's intent – NEPA has let us down...
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Question: 
Does this Fall 2011 map, and the subsequent denial of same, seem just a little 
bit too coincidental? The very piece of property that the MaineDOT absolutely 

needed to blast 2B-2 through the center of hundreds of acres of prime farmland 
and transit over Eaton Brook several times on the way to passing under Eastern 
Avenue is labeled:  I-395, Protected Wetlands in this excerpted map obtained 
from the State of Maine SPO website as part of Brewer’s Comprehensive Plan? 

Answer: YES – seems a little too coincidental to me…
This issue has been thoroughly vetted by both the MaineDOT and also privately by 

Gretchen Heldmann – no restrictions were apparently placed on this area, much of which 
was purchased by the State of Maine during the initial construction of I-395. But–once 
again–a coincidence? You can’t make this stuff up; this wasn’t someone’s pipe-dream, it 
wasn’t something Brewer and Eddington impacted residents made up to fight the 2B-2 
selection – it was a condition on this particular area that the MaineDOT and the FHWA 

believed was in existence to the point that they dismissed the original 2B alternative from 
further consideration in Feb 2002 because of it. One would have to ask, why not err on the 

side of caution and keep this area as pristine as possible in case promises were made as 
part of mitigation but not properly documented during the initial engineering of I-395?

“Alternative 2B was dismissed at 
PAC Meeting #11 on February 20, 
2002 because MDOT and FHWA 

thought, as a condition of the 
Record of Decision, or the Section 

404 permit, or both, for the 
existing section of I-395, 

additional impacts to Felts Brook 
would not be permitted and 

therefore this alternative was not 
‘practicable’ under the law. At the 

fourth interagency meeting on 
March 12, 2002, the agencies 
stated that the permit for the 

existing section of I-395 was not 
conditioned to prevent further 

impacts to Felts Brook, and that 
Alternative 2B should be 

considered practicable under the 
law and should continue to be 

evaluated.” 
(http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Pubs/Alts%20Tech

%20Memo.pdf  page 20)
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Question: 
Is/Was the failure of alternative 2B-2 predictable? 

Answer: YES – very predicable... 

I strongly suggest, punting the original System Linkage 
Need criteria to provide a limited-access facility from I-395 
in Brewer to Route 9 in Clifton 20+ years into an unknown 
future would come under the category of “miss the mark 

by only peripherally satisfying the need...which will 
require additional corrective action.” This poor 2B-2 

transportation decision will cost your children and their 
children millions to retrofit when the MaineDOT/FHWA 
balked at the chance to select an alternative that actually 

satisfied the Purpose and Needs from the onset.  

http://www.i395-rt9-study.com/Minutes/PAC_06-alternatives.pdf (page 2) 

“Alternatives 
should satisfy the 
project needs...” 

“Without framing 
a project in this 
way, proposed 
improvements 
may miss the 
mark by only 
peripherally 

satisfying the 
need or by 

causing 
unexpected side 

effects which 
require 

additional 
corrective action. 

A problem of 
"segmentation" 
may also occur 

where a 
transportation 
need extends 

throughout an 
entire corridor but 

environmental 
issues and 

transportation 
need are 

inappropriately 
discussed for 

only a segment of 
the corridor.” 
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Talking Points against the selection of 2B-2 as the Preferred Alternative: 
 

 Alternative 2B-2 only satisfied one (20%) of the five Purpose and Needs on April 15, 2009. 
  

 MaineDOT’s own words speak volumes: “Judy Lindsey: Yes. It satisfies Purpose and Need - not what 
we've been talking about, but it will still do a lot...” 11 and sounds more like a waste of taxpayer’s 
dollars with a short-term band-aid fix which will more than likely end up costing us more in the long 
run—what will happen after 2035? 
 

 Mark Hasselmann, FHWA Right of Way Program Manager, advised Judy Lindsey, MaineDOT Project 
Manager, on Dec 13, 2011 that “the 2-lane/2-lane ROW Preferred Alternative does not satisfy Purpose 
and Needs…” and “Mark is concerned the criteria change to a 2-lane/2-lane ROW of the Preferred 
Alternative will alter impacts and prior analyses is not comparable (apples to apples) as those done 
with 4-lane/4-lane ROW”. Mark Hasselmann was overruled by his superiors. (Information obtained 
from FOAA documents) 
 

 MaineDOT has yet to provide substantive evidence that 2B-2 meets Purpose and Needs. Nothing 
they have provided, which has mostly been the infamous quote: “MDOT took a hard look at Route 9”, 
meets the straight face test. Even with a FOAA request lawsuit by a private citizen, the MDOT still 
did not provide clear evidence of the reasoning and/or process behind the change where 2B-2 now 
meets Purpose and Needs.  
 

 The City of Brewer and the Town of Eddington, excluded from the decision-making process, have 
withdrawn their support from the I-395/Route 9 connector project, supporting only the No-Build 
option by Resolve in 2012 and 2013.  
 

 Cumulative effects for alternative 2B-2 include: 26 acres of floodplains, 182 acres of wetlands, 602 
acres of forest vegetation, 873 acres of wildlife habitat, and unknown impacts to 4,900 feet of 
streams from storm-water runoff.  
 

 “The proposed project is within…designated critical habitat of the endangered Atlantic salmon…FHWA 
determines the proposed project may affect, is likely to adversely affect Atlantic salmon and its critical 
habitat…”  
 

 There are 22 properties in Brewer alone, with an appraised value of $2.25 million, directly impacted 
by 2B-2. MDOT will have the authority to acquire those properties by Eminent Domain. MaineDOT 
will acquire 163 acres per the DEIS. Alternative 2B-2 will have a significant negative impact on 
many residential properties. Alternative 2B-2’s residential displacement is 4 times that of the 
previous preferred alternative. (8 residential displacements) Annual tax revenue would decrease by 
approximately $37,000 in Brewer, $17,800 in Eddington and $7,200 in Holden; that does not 
include the loss of revenue from devalued homes and properties in close proximity to the connector. 
 

 Alternative 2B-2’s proximity displacement (buildings within 500’ of the edge of roadway) is 7.9 
times that of the previous preferred alternative—largest amount by far of all the 79+ studied 
alternatives. (190 proximity displacements) After studying 79+ alternatives, the MaineDOT/FHWA 
have decided to site this connector within the most populous segment of the Study area. 
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Talking Points against the selection of 2B-2 as the Preferred Alternative: 

 Regulations guaranteeing vernal pool inhabitants a 750’ buffer have altered the study outcome 
without consideration for the human element—regulated only by Eminent Domain. Humans 
abutting the right-of-way are not considered directly impacted.  
 

 “However, future development along Route 9 in the study area can impact future traffic flow and 
the overall benefits of the project.” 29 Whether this project is a success or failure depends on the 
MaineDOT approving or disapproving the access to Route 9 required for any future project in 
Eddington—especially on the 4.5 miles of Route 9 that is an integral part of 2B-2. Many say that the 
2B-2 alternative is a death sentence for future growth in Eddington.  

 
 Future 4-lane-divided-highway upgradability, part of the original criteria, was discarded by October 

2011 in a decision to purchase right-of-way only large enough (approximately 200 feet) to support 
2-lanes of traffic; a change applicable only to the last 3 remaining alternatives in consideration and 
not the other 79+ studied alternatives. 

 
 The MaineDOT may have already further downgraded the right-of-way from 200 feet to 100 feet in 

August 2011; a change applicable only to the last 3 remaining alternatives and not the other 79+ 
studied alternatives. (FOAA) 
 

 The MaineDOT plans to further downgrade the design standard from freeway criteria to rolling 
criteria following the conclusion of the NEPA process; a change applicable only to 2B-2 and not the 
other 79+ alternatives. (FOAA)  
 

 An October 2003 MaineDOT/FHWA/ACOE Technical Memorandum indicated safety concerns with 
that same 4.5 mile section of Route 9 that now supports alternative 2B-2: “Traffic congestion and 
conflicting vehicle movements on this section of Route 9 would substantially increase the potential for 
new safety concerns and hazards.” AND “The lack of existing access controls and the inability to 
effectively manage access along this section of Route 9, and the number of left turns, contribute to the 
poor LOS and safety concerns ...”  
 

 TRIP reports that 33% of Maine's bridges are rated structurally deficient or functionally obsolete 
AND 33% of Maine's roads  are rated as poor to mediocre.  
 

 “Even with this new $100 million bond, the highway and bridge programs at the state still face a 
shortfall of about $110 million per year.” (Action Committee of 50 special to the BDN.) The 
MaineDOT 2014-2015-2016 Work Plan acknowledges a "funding shortfall of about $100 million per 
year".   
 

 “DOT’s long-range plan published in 2010 identified approximately $3.0 billion in unmet capital need  
over the next decade.” (Action Committee of 50 special to the BDN.) That’s $3,000 million, folks!! 
 

 The $61 million in state and federal funds that can be saved by terminating the I-395/Route 9 
Transportation Study would be better spent on the unmet transportation needs of our state now 
and over the next decade. 
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After spending $2.5 million, an alternative dismissed in Jan 
2003 is the best these Transportation Professionals can offer?? 

 

 The future upgradability option to a 4-lane divided highway was discarded by 
October 2011.    

 2B-2 does not provide high speed travel from I-395 to Route 9 in Clifton (East 
of Route 46). There are 5 speed limit changes on the 4.5 miles of Route 9 
supporting 2B-2, the lowest being 35 mph through the village of East 
Eddington. Any of the 79+ studied alternatives that satisfied the System 
Linkage Need would not have had to travel this section of Route 9, that 
section was essentially bypassed by the System Linkage Need.  

 2B-2 does not provide limited access travel from I-395 to Route 9 in Clifton 
(East of Route 46). 2B-2 is now considered as controlled access. Any of the 
79+ studied alternatives that satisfied the System Linkage Need basically only 
had one entrance and one exit will no other access to normal traffic for the 
full 10 to 11 mile length of the alternative; there are an extra 158 separate 
and specific access points to Route 9 on the 4.5 miles of Route 9 supporting 
the 2B-2 alternative that traffic on this connector must contend with. 

 2B-2 will no longer be designed to MaineDOT design criteria for freeways; the 
design standard for 2B-2 will be downgraded to rolling criteria following the 
conclusion of NEPA per FOAA.  

 The Right-Of-Way of 2B-2 will be reduced from 200 feet to between 100 feet 
and 125 feet per FOAA. This places this highway even closer to our 
neighborhoods.  

 2B-2 terminates on Route 9 some 4.5 miles west of where the majority of the 
79+ alternatives terminated East of Route 46. Any of the 79+ studied 
alternatives satisfying the System Linkage Need would have bypassed this 4.5 
mile section of Route 9, the village of East Eddington and the 9/46 
intersection.  

 According to the DEIS: “However, future development along Route 9 in the 
study area can impact future traffic flow and the overall benefits of the project.” 

 The MaineDOT decided ten years into the study that the original System 
Linkage Need and the Need for a limited access facility still remained valid 
needs, but the MaineDOT re-identified them both as long-term needs without 
identifying what long-term meant or how to meet those needs in the future. 
Near-term was identified first to the Year 2030 and then to 2035 by the 
MaineDOT, one could surmise that long-term would be past the Year 2035. 
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Question: 
 Do we deserve a do-over? 

  
The Open Houses were off-the-record with no accountability. Selecting questions cautiously, I received 
blank stares from some officials, no real answers from others, and an excuse from the new project manager 
that he’d only been on the project for a few months. The ACOE official told me the DEIS was just a draft, as 
if that was supposed to make me feel better. 

  
The Public Hearing, although on-the-record, was a one-way conversation only; MaineDOT made it clear 
they would not answer any questions. I was flabbergasted; these state/federal government agencies know 
that the public is ignorant to how the process works and I went there prepared to debate, not to talk to 
empty chairs. Nineteen of us rose that night to address the panel and not one person spoke in support of 
the 2B-2 alternative.  84 pages of transcript would later yield only 14 substantive comments! 

  
The majority of my DEIS Questions/Concerns remain unanswered; the MaineDOT decided what was and 
what was not substantive; what they would or would not answer. Most of my questions are now buried, 
unanswered in the back of the book. I submitted 68 pages of questions/comments to the DEIS and only 27 
comments were later considered substantive, even though most of my questions were gleaned directly 
from MaineDOT’s own website. 
 
FOAA Documents exposed conflicting DEIS information: 2B-2’s DEIS-stated design criteria does not match 
2B-2’s DEIS-stated cost. FOAA documents revealed the reduction of the ROW from DEIS-stated 200’ to 100’ 
to 125’ and the plan to downgrade the DEIS-stated freeway criteria to rolling criteria following conclusion 
of NEPA process. The cheaper cost of rolling criteria was already reflected in the DEIS. We’ve been misled 
by doctored facts within an official government document that misrepresents 2B-2 as a more reasonably 
priced choice as a talking point; did that intentional misrepresentation of alternative 2B-2’s cost unfairly 
manipulate the outcome of this Study by influencing critical project decisions from Cooperating Agencies?  

YES, we deserve a do-over, but this time on-the-record. We have been trying to have this 

conversation since I discovered MDOT’s little-connector-secret on Dec 15, 2011.  If 2B-2 is such a great 
selection, why does the MaineDOT/FHWA attempt to marginalize efforts to find the truth, every-step-of-
the-way?  

When project progress and decisions are intentionally withheld from Apr 2009 until Jan 2011; when a 
manager intentionally withholds crucial information from a private citizen in Mar 2011; when managers 
refuse to communicate via email in Dec 2012 with the people they are sworn to serve; when even the 
Commissioner does not reply to formal written correspondence in May 2012 personally addressed to him; 
when the majority of my comments and questions to the DEIS are buried, unanswered in the back of the 
book “to avoid drawing unnecessary attention to them”; when the MaineDOT refuses to engage the 
impacted communities in the public process and the decision-making process; and when the Commissioner 
refuses to voluntarily enter into what many feel is much-needed and long-overdue dialog with residents, 
municipal officers and property owners concerned about the future of this project—how are those actions 
in any way responsive to the impacted communities and is that non-responsiveness in compliance with 
Maine’s Transportation Statute and Policy?  
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